Abstract. A Lagrangian numerical method based on impulse variables is analyzed. The relation between discrete impulse vectors and vortex dipoles with a prescribed dipole moment is presented and used to adapt the high-accuracy cuto functions of vortex methods for use in impulse-based methods. The long-time implementation of the impulse method is shown to contain a source of error whose growth in time leads to a severe loss of accuracy in interior ows. Applications for which impulse methods are well suited are identi ed.
1. Introduction. The Navier-Stokes equations are typically written in terms of the uid velocity or vorticity. Most numerical methods are discretizations of either formulation of these equations. The introduction of impulse variables 7] (which have been also called magnetization 8, 9] , velicity 8] and impetus 23]) has led to a new formulation of the uid equations 25, 8, 30] . In terms of the new variables, the Euler equations display readily the Hamiltonian structure of uid ow in any space dimension. Buttke 8] introduced a Lagrangian numerical method for Euler ow based on discretizations of the impulse equations. These discretizations lead to systems which conserve many invariants associated with the Hamiltonian. However, many questions regarding the method remained unresolved. For instance, speci c ows for which the method is particularly useful have not been identi ed, the accuracy of impulse-based methods has not been studied for long-time implementations, convergence properties of the method and how to choose the cuto functions were unknown. These questions are answered here. We present an argument that shows that the impulse blob discretizations used in 8] induce the same ow as smoothed vortex dipoles. Consequently the particle locations obtained with the impulse method approximate the locations obtained with a vortex method which uses the same smoothing parameters. This result allows one to import the role of the cuto function used in vortex methods into impulse methods and validates the use of such functions in the present context.
We also show that the impulse ow is an approximation to the ow induced by appropriately smoothed vortex sheets and that this approximation depends on the particle distribution along the sheet. In the impulse method as presented in 8] , this approximation loses accuracy as the vortex sheets stretch. The stretching of the vortex sheets is directly related to the growth of the magnitude of the impulse vectors de ned on the sheet. A consequence of this result is that accurate long-time implementations of the method in interior ows require modi cations of the method. In Section 4 we present numerical examples that illustrate the results, including a variation of the impulse method which maintains the initial accuracy. However, the practicality of this and other possible modi cations is questionable.
There are applications for which impulse methods are very useful. For example, problems of immersed boundaries with surface forces can be modeled with impulse variables since these represent dipoles and the impulse equations update the dipole strengths appropriately. One instance of such application is found in 16], where the motion of a thin elastic membrane surrounding an uid was modeled. Other applications of impulse methods include ow near solid boundaries. Summers and Chorin 34] have used a combination of impulse and vortex elements to model viscous ow past a sphere. This paper begins with the equations of motion for impulse and a brief presentation of the velocity eld given by the impulse method. In Section 3 we show the connection between impulse and vortex dipoles and the relevance of this connection on the accuracy of the impulse method in long-time implementations. Numerical examples that illustrate the results are presented in Section 4. A discussion of applications of m is initially proportional to the gradient of some function P 0 on the surface S 0 , then m will remain proportional to rP t on the image of S 0 under the ow map. Consequently, m will evolve in such a way that it remains perpendicular to the surface S t = S( t (S 0 )) = fx 2 R 2 : P t (x) = 0g. In 15], these surfaces which remain perpendicular to m during the evolution of the ow are referred to as m-orthogonal surfaces.
During the evolution of the ow, the area of an m-orthogonal surface may change even when the ow is incompressible since the ow can accommodate larger areas by contracting in the direction normal to 3.1. Discrete impulse and vortex blobs in R 2 . Suppose there is a single impulse blob located at the origin. The velocity at an arbitrary point x due to the impulse can be written as 15] u(x) = r (K f )m = K (r mf ); !(x) = rf (x) (m ẑ); whereẑ is the unit vector normal to the plane. Thus, one can interpret the vorticity as jmj times the derivative of the cuto function f in the direction of (m ẑ). Let h represent a vector in the direction of (m ẑ) and let jhj = h. Then, the vorticity may be written as (3.6) where ! = jmj=2h. This expression shows explicitly that the vorticity induced by the discrete impulse is that of vortex dipoles (see Figure 1) . A vortex dipole is the limit of two vortex blobs of equal and opposite strength as their separation goes to zero; this limit is taken in a way that maintains a constant dipole moment equal to ?2h! = (ẑ m).
An important conclusion is that the impulse discretization in Eq. (3.3) is equivalent to a distribution of dipoles along m-orthogonal surfaces. Therefore the m-orthogonal surfaces are vortex sheets, although these vortex sheets are slightly unconventional in the sense that the vorticity distribution along them may be discontinuous and may contain portions with zero vorticity. To a given accuracy, the limit in Eq. (3.6) can be approximated by placing the two vortices a small distance apart. The resulting vorticity is that of a vortex blob discretization which uses the same cuto function as the impulse discretization. The cuto functions from vortex methods are therefore the appropriate blobs for the impulse method and thus the relations between h and the cuto radius required in vortex methods must be respected in the present context too. It is clear that for a small value of h and a given nal time, the particle locations given by the impulse method must approximate well the particle locations obtained with a vortex method which uses the same cuto function and radius. Our numerical experiments demonstrate this result.
We turn now to a discussion of the mechanism that causes the impulse method as presented in 8] to lose accuracy in time. We present the analysis in terms of the induced velocity eld. If a vortex sheet has net vorticity zero, then the velocity at an arbitrary point due to this vorticity can be written as an line integral along the curve; the velocity due to impulse vectors which represent the same ow is a discretization of this integral. In practice, one discretizes impulse by identifying many sheets in which the impulse vectors can be de ned. time after which the error grows unboundedly. This problem is also encountered in computations using vortex methods in interior ows. However, the problem is more severe in impulse methods because the integrands being approximated involve derivatives of the vortex kernel (second derivatives in Eq. (3.2)), and these introduce larger quadrature errors. As expected, a ner discretization allows the impulse method to maintain good accuracy for longer times. In both cases, the sharp increase of the error occurred when the largest separation between contiguous vectors was of the order of the cuto parameter . Di erent choices of initial gauge may delay the onset of error blow-up but ultimately the results would be the same. It is clear that in long-time implementations, the impulse vectors eventually drift so far apart on the m-orthogonal surface that they do not approximate the vortex ow; the impulse ow is that of vortex dipoles at the base of the vectors. We point out that even as the impulse method loses the accuracy with which it approximates the ow induced by the two vortices, the invariants associated with the Hamiltonian dipole system continue to be preserved to an accuracy of 10 ?8 . patches were discretized with vortex blobs and this discretization was approximated by impulse vectors. In the impulse method, the vectors were placed along horizontal vortex sheets as in Figure 3 The accuracy in the impulse approximation of the velocity eld can be maintained by dynamically introducing new impulse vectors throughout the evolution of the ow, whenever the separation between contiguous vectors surpasses a predetermined tolerance. This re nement is done only in the approximation of the vortex ow by impulse vectors, not to new vortex blob discretizations of the patches. The number of vortex blobs is xed at the beginning of the problem. In the re nement procedure we consider the m-orthogonal surfaces as piece-wise linear curves with a vector at the midpoint of each linear piece (see Figure 4.5) . When the size of a linear piece exceeds the tolerance, we replace that vector by two equally-spaced vectors in the same direction and with half the magnitude of the original one. This procedure is designed to preserve the discrete impulse, I = P m j , exactly.
Numerical experiment II
The results for time t = 4:72 are shown in Figure 4 .6. In this case, an impulse vector was replaced by two vectors whenever the discretization size (the inter-particle spacing) reached twice the initial value. In comparison with Figure 4 .4, it is clear that the re nement procedure allows the impulse method to maintain the accuracy with which it approximates the ow. In Figure 4 .6 one can also appreciate the deformation of the initial m-orthogonal surfaces as they stretch and wrap around the vortex patches. In Figure 4 .4 the scattered dipoles do not form discernible surfaces. We computed the order of accuracy of the impulse method by approximating the same vortex sheets with twice as many impulse vectors as the previous discretization. The nal time was chosen arbitrarily as representative of times when the original impulse method is known to yield wrong answers. At other nal times, the results were similar. Figure 4 .7 shows that the errors in the vortex locations decreased by about a factor of 4. This is an indication of second order accuracy as one would expect from the midpoint-rule approximation of the vortex ow. In spite of the explicit dependence of the energy 1=2 P m j u(x j ) on the discretization, energy was conserved to within 1.5% of its original value in this computation. The re nement procedure allows the impulse to maintain the initial accuracy in its approximation of the vortex ow but it is clearly not a practical implementation of the impulse method since the number of particles continually increases without bound. In Figure 4 .6 (at time 4.72) there are four times as many particles as there were at t = 0.
5. Conclusions. The connection between the velocity eld due to vortex blobs and the velocity eld induced by impulse blobs has been established. The connection is that the velocity eld induced by impulse is a quadrature approximation of the velocity induced by a vortex sheet in two dimensions. An extension of these arguments to three dimensions shows that a large closed loop of vorticity induces a velocity eld that can be approximated by an integral over any surface that spans the loop (see 12, 15]). When the integration path (the vortex sheet) is carried by the ow and stretches, the approximation of the line integral loses accuracy as the points along the path become sparse. The severity of the accuracy loss is increased by the singularity of the impulse method kernel. The stretching of the path results in the growth of the magnitude of impulse vectors. This is a manifestation of the growth of the gradient in Eq. (2.1) and the e ect of the particle redistribution on the accuracy of the gradient di erence operators in a Lagrangian setting. It is clear that impulse methods can be less e cient than vortex methods when portions of the vortex sheets have zero vorticity, as in the examples presented here. The impulse method with dynamic re nement was used to illustrate the results and allow long-time implementations of the method. However, it does not seem to be practical for use in interior ows. A variant of the method presented in 15] exploits the non-uniqueness of impulse to maintain the initial accuracy but is not easily extended to three dimensions.
The interpretation of impulse vectors as vortex dipoles with prescribed dipole moment has been explained. The main consequences of this interpretation are that the high-order cuto functions of vortex methods are the correct cuto functions for impulse methods, and that the role of the cuto s in the accuracy analysis of vortex methods can be imported into impulse methods. The convergence of the particle locations given by the impulse method to the locations given by the corresponding vortex method (the one that uses the same cuto parameters) has been demonstrated numerically.
Problems that call for the use of vortex dipoles or ones in which vortex sheets do not su er extensive stretching are clear candidates for the application of impulse methods. Vortex dipoles have been used to model free-surface motion 3, 4] and to introduce surface forces e ects 29]. Impulse variables provide important advantages in this type of applications because the equations of motion for impulse correctly update the dipole strengths. Since forces are rates of change of impulse, the impulse evolution equations can easily be written to include forces. This was done in 16], where the motion of an elastic membrane immersed in an incompressible uid was tracked. There, the surface forces were due to variable tension, as is the case in applications such as the blood ow in the heart cavities and other problems in physiology 24, 27]. Such applications also require the inclusion of viscous e ects. Numerical methods that develop evolution equations for the vortex sheet strength based on Bernoulli's equations are limited to Euler ows. Viscous e ects can be included in impulse methods without di culty.
The vorticity induced by the impulse approximation in Eq. (3.3) has the property of being solenoidal in any space dimension, which makes it attractive to use an impulse formulation for the creation of vorticity near solid boundaries 34]. However, as the new elements di use into the ow interior, they must be converted into vortex elements in order to avoid carrying the computation while extensive stretching of the vortex sheets occurs.
